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Background 
The version of the Cryptsoft proposal document reviewed here was posted to the OASIS KMIP TC 

web site on November 7, 2012 by Tim Hudson of Cryptsoft. 

The Cryptsoft proposal has been modified a number of times since the first draft proposal (issued as 

a “profile” document) was released at the September 2012 face to face meeting. The most 

significant changes include addition of limited support for streaming operations (called “multi-part” 

in the proposal), addition of the Hash Operation, removal of the RNG Seed Operation, and a large 

number of relatively minor changes to improve and clarify the proposal. 

One of the stated aims of the Cryptsoft proposal is to minimise changes to KMIP in order to support 

basic cryptographic operations using KMIP messages. It has been asserted that by adding 

cryptographic operations, rather than cryptographic operations objects, KMIP client and server 

implementation changes will be easier, and therefore quicker to implement, for most vendors. 

QuintessenceLabs has strong interest in implementing at least “get random” functionality in 

products due for release to market in 2013. Internal and external review of “get random” 

implementation alternatives by QuintessenceLabs, and parties interested in the QuintessenceLabs 

product respectively, have identified significant short-comings in the Cryptsoft proposal that if not 

corrected will require QuintessenceLabs to develop an alternative “get random” capability using 

vendor extensions. 

An alternative “get random” proposal was released by QuintessenceLabs to the KMIP TC by 

QuintessenceLabs on October 11, 2012. This proposal was based on presentations at the February, 

2012 and September, 2012 face to face meetings. It was updated on October 18, 2012, and 

published to the KMIP TC web site together with a draft proposed changes to specification 

document on the same date. 

As requested during discussion in the KMIP TC meeting on October 18, 2012, QuintessenceLabs 

created and uploaded a document comparing the two proposals (from the point of view of “get 

random” functionality). This document was available on the KMIP TC web site on October 25, 2012. 



It was noted in the QuintessenceLabs proposal for “get random”, that the “random as an object” 

model may also be applicable, and preferable, to the straight operation only model for cryptographic 

operations that is proposed by Cryptsoft. 

Although there has been some limited, subjective discussion on the differences – in terms of time to 

implement – between the two proposals, QuintessenceLabs is not aware of any meaningful 

discussions between any KMIP TC members on the technical merits, nor the security implications of 

either proposal. 

Hopefully this document will provoke some meaningful technical discussion and review of both 

proposals. It is QuintessenceLabs’ view that it is the responsibility of the TC to properly and 

rigorously review all proposals that are put forward. In particular, this proposal deserves close 

scrutiny as it introduces client accessible cryptographic functions that operate on a network-

connected, shared server. QuintessenceLabs asserts that time to implement must not be the only, or 

the major consideration in accepting any proposed changes or additions to the KMIP specification. 

At all times, the highest priorities should be to address and review appropriate levels of security, 

ease of use, specification clarity, and user value of changes and additions. 

Detailed Review Comments 
2.1.11 Data 

It is preferable to have a Bit Data structure that consists of Data and Bit Length fields. Be explicit and 

keep the length and data together in a single structure. 

2.1.12 Data Length 

Is this the number of bits, or number of bytes? (It should be number of bits.) 

2.1.15 Init Indicator and 2.1.16 Final Indicator 

Are these attributes also required in “get random” operations? 

Error handling needs to be specified. Is it an error to set Init on a stream if not the first operation, or 

does it reset the operation? What combinations of Init Indicator, Final Indicator and Correlation 

Value are permitted? And what are the error values when not permitted combinations are set?  

2.1.17 Correlation Value 

If the Correlation Value is not linked to an account, then there is no protection of an ongoing crypto 

operation except keeping the Correlation Value secret. 

Is sharing of Correlation Value between clients supported? If so, is it possible to limit sharing to a 

subset of clients? 

2.1.19 Data Padding Bits 

See my comment on 2.1.11 above. 

Typo: “… not an even multiple of 8 bits …” should be “… not an integral multiple of eight bits …” 



No Offset attribute defined 

Offset is shown in Table 210 but not defined in Section 2.1. 

3.6 Cryptographic Parameters 

Third paragraph: “… generate an appropriate IV …” Need to define meaning of “appropriate”. 

When is the Random IV returned by the server if the server generates the IV? (I assume only the first 

response. But it could also return it in each response, any one or more, or just the final response of a 

sequence of multi-part responses.) 

How can the client determine the quality of the server-generated Random IV? 

Section 3.18 

Operation policy needs to be updated to account for encryption operations. 

4 Client-to-Server Operations 

Line 1139: “… is performed”, should be “… is performed by the client” 

Lines 1137 to 1157: 

a. 1.b implies that client-provided cryptographic parameters take precedence over 

cryptographic parameters associated with the managed object, and are (presumably) 

managed by the server. In other words, a malicious or erroneous client can override the 

cryptographic parameters of a server-managed cryptographic object! (Even outside this 

proposal, a rogue client can ignore parameters sent in a KMIP response. But this proposal 

goes much further. Now, it directs the server to perform operations on the server under the 

control of the client – operations that may conflict with policy rules and managed 

cryptographic object attributes.) 

b. 1.d. Can the server (presumably in accordance with a “server policy”) override the 

IV/Counter/Nonce provided by the client? Is it desirable to allow a potentially malicious, or 

erroneous client to have this level of control? 

c. 1.e. The IV, if generated by the server, also needs to be preserved. 

d. 3. Just noting that the client must have sent the last Data value in the previous request. It is 

not sent in the final request, is it? 

Lines 1158 to 1170: 

a. Somewhere in the sequence the client should preserve the IV/Counter/Nonce if generated 

by the server. 

b. 1.f. Why must the Correlation Value be preserved for a single-part operation? Is this to allow 

recovery of padding in a subsequent final operation? If so, isn’t this then a multi-part 

operation? Isn’t padding provided in the single-part response? 

c. 1.c. A typo? “… (if the parameters are not associated with the managed object are 

different)” 

4.29 Encrypt Operation, 4.30 Decrypt Operation, 4.31 Sign Operation, etc. 



One of the issues with the approach to operations in this proposal, as compared to the "ongoing 

crypto process as a managed object" approach, is that it is unclear what needs to be logged on the 

server, and what should be visible to an administrator. If we were to use the crypto process as a 

managed object, we could maintain a link attribute between a key and the encrypted data, which 

would be helpful if the key was subsequently compromised. 

If we're going to be doing cryptographic operations on the server side, there should be some way to 

perform cryptographic operations on data performed on the server. For example, a client should be 

able to use operation 4.33 to calculate a hash for some secret data object without getting the object 

and resubmitting it to the server. In general, it should be legitimate to provide the UID of some 

object rather than a byte string of data. 

Is there something that can be set to configure whether intermediate Data blocks are output or not? 

For example, when performing a hash, usually, only the final data block is of interest. For some 

decryption operations (Counter mode decryption, for example), a client may only want to decrypt 

some sub-portion of the message. 

In general, rather than attempting to squeeze the entire lifecycle of a streamed operation into a 

single KMIP request, it is preferable to have separate Initialise, Update and Finalise requests. 

4.29 Encrypt Operation, 4.30 Decrypt Operation 

It would be useful for the IV/Counter/Nonce supplied in the request to be the output of a “get 

random” operation. 

4.29 Encrypt Operation, 4.30 Decrypt Operation, 4.34 MAC Operation, 4.35 MAC Verify Operation 

It is possible for a client to send different cryptographic parameters in paired Encrypt and Decrypt 

operations. In at least some cases (potentially a high percentage, or even all cases) the server will 

not be able to detect this as an error. Neither will the client. All responsibility is placed on the client 

to correctly, and securely manage cryptographic parameters. 

Similarly, if the client does not manage UIDs well enough, different keys could be erroneously (or 

maliciously) specified in paired encrypt-decrypt operations. This result, and the impact of it, should 

be documented clearly in the standard, and usage guide. But preferably, the server should detect 

this occurring and respond appropriately, and/or the proposal should be modified to not allow this 

to happen. 

4.35 MAC Verify Operation 

Table 208: Data object. This is defined as “The data to be MAC verified (as a Byte String)”. Does this 

string include the MAC value of the data to be verified? If so, how is it parsed from the Data object? 

If not, shouldn’t a MAC-to-be-verified object be included in the request? 

4.36 RNG Operation 

Forming "random data packets" into a structured object is preferred; i.e. a {Data, Security Strength, 

Data Padding Bits} tuple. 



"Data length" and post-pending 0 seems more in accordance with the KMIP idiom than "data 

padding bits" and prepending 0. 

Are the RNG parameters adequate for the case of hardware RNG? Are we expected to use the 

'NRBG' value for enum 9.1.3.2.34? 

The table below is reproduced from the comparison document mentioned in the Background section 

of this review. It should be noted that at the time of creating the comparison document, the 

emphasis was on use case support differences. Security and ease of use issues were not considered 

at that time. 

Capability Usage, and/or Use Case reference Cryptsoft Q’Labs 

Get a chunk of random, single 
KMIP client 

IV, nonce, random challenge, authentication, external key 
derivation, cloud entropy 

Yes Yes 

Get a shared common chunk of 
random, multiple clients 

IV, external key derivation, secure conferencing, secure 
webcast, virtual zeroisation, one-time pad cipher, zero 
knowledge proofs, voting technology,  8.1.1, 8.1.2, 8.1.3, 
8.1.4 

No Yes 

Get a stream of random, single 
client 

Cloud entropy, 8.1.1, 8.1.2, 8.1.3, 8.1.4 Yes Yes 

Get a shared common stream of 
random, multiple clients 

Secure conferencing, secure webcast, virtual zeroisation, 
one-time pad cipher, zero knowledge proofs, voting 
technology,  8.1.1, 8.1.2, 8.1.3, 8.1.4 

No Yes 

Specify RNG attributes; e.g. 
algorithm, entropy quality, 
personalization string, etc. 

Client and/or server influence/enforcement of 
quality/uniqueness of random 

Yes Yes 

Apply usage limits to random Require re-seeding, or limit number of clients No Yes 

Specify attributes of random 
using a Template 

Support use of Templates, use Template as an instantiation 
of policy 

No Yes 

Manage random lifecycle; i.e. 
state and state transitions 

Control/monitor/archive random state over time, support 
compliance 

No Yes 

Indicate that random was 
compromised 

Risk assessment and/or mitigation, regulatory compliance 
(e.g. random used as key, or to derive key) 

No Yes 

Able to support Notify 8.1.2, 8.1.3, 8.1.4, 8.2.2, 8.2.3, 8.2.4 No Yes 

Able to support Put 8.1.2, 8.1.3, 8.1.4, 8.2.2, 8.2.3, 8.2.4 No Yes 

Use Case References 
8.1.x Deliver Key Stream 
8.2.x Deliver Keys Asynchronously 

 

11 Error Handling 

No error handling changes have been proposed. Clearly there are new error conditions that need to 

be documented. Some error cases that need to be reviewed include: 

a. Out of order IV/Nonce/Init/Final 

b. Different clients using the same Correlation Value 

c. A request with an active Correlation Value, but also Init=TRUE 

d. A request with a correlation value that has already been sent a request with Final=TRUE 

e. Inconsistent cryptographic parameters 

Another example would be a key that gets revoked in the middle of a streamed transaction. 

 



 


